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Kristina Estell (1978) is a Bachelor of Fine Arts graduate with distinction of Herron School of Art at
Indiana University and holds a Master’s Degree of Fine Art from the University of Minnesota. She has
exhibited nationally and internationally as well as attended artist residencies in the US, Japan, Germany
and Hungary. Estell has recently been honored as a 2015/16 McKnight Visual Arts Fellow. She
currently lives and works in Duluth, Minnesota. 
Estell’s current body of work involves creating sculptural projects that record natural and architectural
objects, surfaces and spaces using the specialized material of silicone molding rubber. The literal and
metaphoric flexibility of this rubber allows for the potential of infinite replication and creates a mirrored,
layered record of a particular place and time. This re-interpretation and transfer of objects and spaces
through material creates a more malleable understanding and experi- ence of the world around us. 
http://kristinaestell.com/
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Akademie Schloss Solitude,  
Stuttgart Germany 
300 lbs. silicone rubber  
2011

When did you first become interested in art? I grew up in a rural environment with wide exposure to
artistic culture. Everything from music, films, cooking, travel and art making were a perpetual influence
on my pretty remote existence. It was in college though that my interest was really solidified when I
started to realize that art was a significant method for learning and a way to materially understand the
world. 

What are the most important influences that have moved you as an artist? 
I came into the field of sculpture loving the processes and materials but automatically resistant to
notions of the singular object, material permanence and the monumental. Discovering the work of
Sarah Sze was very influential to me. I found the quality of relationships in the work extremely thought
provoking and it challenged ideas of what I previously understood as sculpture. The way Sze’s
materials, spaces and  concepts fluidly play shifting and complex roles within a particular location
inspired the progression of my work into installation and site- specific art. The work of the artists of the
Arte Povera movement was a great influence on me. I was impressed by the reality of physical
experience and social engagement expressed in much of the work. 

How would you describe your artistic approach? 
I am always looking for ways to amplify a subtle or less apparent experience based on the perception
of physical materials, process and interaction.
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as you were 

Site specific installation (Detail) 

Massachusetts College of Art and Design 

Silicone rubber, hardware 

2014

Frieze as subject, Stephen D. Paine Gallery, 
Massachusetts College of Art and Design,  
Boston, US.

Could you describe to us your interest in interacting with the environment?  
The natural environment is a kind of medium in itself, a default language and a seemingly constant set
of imagery.  
I find this a rich foundation from which to work because of its general familiarity and also its intrinsic
significance as a subject. I’m looking to create an experience that will heighten awareness of a
particular relationship or circumstance that inspires sensitivity, beauty, as well as a sense of
consequence within a specific location. An environment, whether natural or built, is all situation and a
set of discreet visual elements.

Regarding the As you were artwork? Can you comment on this piece and the idea behind it? 
As you were is a series of site-specific silicone rubber pieces that were commissioned for an exhibition
in Boston. I was given a lot of freedom within the space to use an industrial grade molding silicone that
has become an essential part of my practice.  
This silicone material has some amazing characteristics, a few of which are its ability to capture very
precise detail and also cleanly remove from almost any surface without using an intermediary release
agent (which greatly widens the possibilities of where and how the rubber can be applied). I recorded
large swaths of the architectural and ornamental detail in the gallery and then displayed the inverse of
the rubber replicas within the exhibition. To me, this gesture of creating a skin-like record of spatial
information that is then, in a sense, worn again by the space allows a more softened, dynamic and an
almost susceptible understanding of location and architecture. Another part of the project involved a
large palladium window where I coated the surface area with rubber, let it cure and then started to
remove the material very slightly. I was interested in allowing the weight of the material to very
gradually peel itself away from the form over time. The title, As you were, alludes to the history of the
gallery as well as the military command to return to the previous position or to withdraw something just
said.

http://www.madeinmindmagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/rsz_h526_115_333.jpg


Looking at Tag, how was it that you came to do this project? 
For some time, I had been making work involving the manipulation of live plants. As my collection of
plants grew, I started to think about organic and commercial production more carefully.

Tag is a simple, outdoor installation that uses 100 mirrors cut into the shape of the commercial labeling
tags for plants. These pieces literally act as a point of reflection for the viewer moving through a
location rather than providing any identification, care information or regional heartiness facts about the
various plants they indicate. I was thinking about the implications of one’s own identity and impact
within the environment as well as the nature of ownership through naming and identification.

    
Tag 

Land art 

Villa Nappi, Polverigi, Italy 

100 pieces of cut mirror 

2013

Could you give us a brief description of Grippage?
Themes of protection and vulnerability are common in my work. Grippage was a temporary piece
where I installed non-slip plastic strips (designed for bathtubs) on the rocky lake shore. I plotted a path
that traveled up, down and across the stones to provide a potentially more safe way to access the
water. I was considering what is necessary or actually functional as a means of protection within a
natural environment.  The project attempted to make more overt ridiculous strategies and implements
that are sometimes employed as a means to interact with the outdoor environment. 

In your opinion, what role does the artist have in today’s society?  
I feel the artist is a kind of cultural and environmental sensor, someone who records, measures,
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indicates and otherwise responds to a given set of circumstances. I do not necessarily think of this as
happening through strict methodical means, but through activities that are the result of an individual
set of capabilities.

Grippage 

Site-specific temporary installation 

Silver Bay, Minnesota 

Non-slip adhesive strips 

2010

Could you tell us what you working on at the moment? 
Currently I am in the middle of an on-going international mail art project titled Feeling the Distance. So
far, I have constructed and mailed 15 cardboard wrapped, gypsum board boxes that each contain one
loose stone inside.  
As the box begins its travel, the stone moves inside, marking and shaping the interior with the weight
of its impact. Once the box has completed the round trip journey,  I open the package and apply
graphite to the surface of the interior panels to reveal the evidence of the stone’s travel.
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if you can’t see you can’t see, can’t you see? 

Site- specific installationFergus Falls Regional Treatment Center 

2015
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